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Abstract 

This study analyses variation sets in a sample of child-directed speech (CDS) in Turkish in terms of their 

structure and effect on child speech. The term “variation set” was first introduced to describe the 

sequences of repetitions, in which the intention behind expressions stays the same throughout the whole 

conversation while the form shows constant variation. This occurs in various ways such as lexical 

substitution, rephrasing and so on. This study attempts to investigate the speech of a child aged 1;8 in 

various conversations with a Turkish native speaker parent who engages in daily activities with her son. 

As a longitudinal study, the data was collected through video recordings for a period of three months 

covering the child’s developmental stages from the age 1;8 to 1;10. The videos were recorded by the 

mother on a regular basis during day-time activities in play, meal and leisure times each week. Initially, 

the recorded data was transcribed and variation sets were identified. Later, they were analysed by 

looking at their structure and functions in the speech. Finally, the findings were compared with each 

other (in three sets) for the changes in frequency, structure and functions between the ages of 1;8 to 1;10. 

The data provide ample evidence on how variation sets in CDS are modified for a successful interaction 

without a communication breakdown in line with the child’s linguistic competence.  

© 2021 EJAL & the Authors. Published by Eurasian Journal of Applied Linguistics (EJAL). This is an open-access 

article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution license (CC BY-NC-ND) 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 
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1. Introduction 

The interaction between a child and his/her parents is a popular topic of research 

that has generated particular interest in the field of language acquisition. The role of 

child-directed speech (CDS) has mostly been ignored until recently and researchers’ 

primary focus has been on children’s early utterances as it is often thought that 

parents’ speech has little or no direct impact on a child’s language acquisition 
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(Innatist Theory, Chomsky, 1988). Nonetheless, the studies carried out after the 

1990s established that there is a close relationship between the input by a parent and 

output by his/her child. In the studies carried out by Barrett, Harris, & Chasin (1992); 

Ninio (1992) and Pine, Lieven & Rowland (1997), it was confirmed that words used by 

parent and child show apparent similarities such as shared nouns and verbs.  

CDS differs from an adult-directed speech in many ways. The length, speech rate, 

syntactic complexity and constant repetition (Broen, 1972) can be given as examples 

of divergence. Some other features are frequently-changing intonation, low lexical 

diversity, shorter and “here and now”-centered sentences (Gallaway & Richards, 1994; 

Snow & Ferguson, 1977). Thus, children who are exposed to this type of speech 

become familiar with the ambient language through the variations before they become 

capable of decoding the system of language directed to them. 

As a distinctive feature of CDS, repetitions are frequently preferred in the 

interactions. They are called “variation sets” when sequences of repetitions follow 

each other in different forms but with the same interactional aim (Küntay & Slobin, 

1996; Clark, 2009, p. 37). The variation sets fulfil some essential functions such as 

attention-getting and holding for successful communication between a parent and 

child. In the previous studies, some additional functions of the variations sets have 

been shown as “phonetic segmentation” (Bard & Anderson, 1983), being a “syntax 

predictor” (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1990; Waterfall, 2006) and a “social 

and attentional cue provider” (Frank, Bod & Christiansen, 2012). All these provide a 

rich and broad context for a child to draw logical inferences and eventually 

comprehend utterances in a meaningful way. 

Another study in 2008 (Onnis, Waterfall, & Edelman, 2008) showed that adults 

who were exposed to variation sets in interactions were more successful in analysing 

sentence structures such as phrase segmentation and boundary detection. It claimed 

that variation sets help our brains work like a computer and “local mechanisms of 

alignment and comparison allow even memory-limited learners to discover structure 

that they would otherwise miss” (Onnis et al., 2008, p. 424). Variation sets let 

children become aware of the patterns and standardise them with a constant 

linguistic analysis (Gleitman, Newport, & Gleitman, 1984).  

1.1. Variation sets in child-directed speech  

Parents, especially mothers, talk to their children even before they are born in some 

cultures and the way they talk differs from the adult speech in many ways (Fernald & 

Mazzie, 1991; Jusczyk, Hirsh-Pasek, Kemler Nelson, Kennedy, Woodward, & Piwoz, 

1992; Lederer & Kelly, 1991; Morgan, 1986). However, in some cultures such as 

Yucatec Mayan parents, children are directed no or very little speech (Shneidman & 

Goldin-Meadow, 2012), but these children still manage to acquire language by 

overhearing it. Therefore, it can be assumed that “adult talk directed to children is 

important for early word learning, even in communities where much of children’s 

early language input comes from overheard speech” (Shneidman & Goldin-Meadow, 
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2012, p. 659). Harris (1990) also claims that if children have a lack of CDS in their 

childhood, they may face problems with academic studies.  

 CDS is habitually kept simplified to make it ideal for the capacity of child 

(Matychuk, 2005). Prosodic features are also exaggerated by parents to make the 

language clear for the child (Fernald, 1989; Papousek & Papousek, 1981). Parents do 

all these simplifications and adjustments in their speech directed to their child in a 

very gentle and natural way that they are not even aware of doing them (Fernald, 

1976). The context and the “here and now” objects are generally the subject of 

interaction and all the content is open to adjustments. These are context-sensitive 

(Altınkamış, Kern, & Sofu, 2014) and are not often used in another context (Papousek 

& Papousek, 1987).    

Repetition –partial or exact– is one of the most distinctive features of CDS. There 

have been notable studies having analysed how repetitions in CDS are shaped 

through the years (Broen, 1972; Snow, 1972; Kaye, 1980 & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986; 

1990). In these studies, the repetitions were called the “clusters of sequential 

sentences” (Broen, 1972, p. 29, 43), which underlines that “the meaning remains 

constant” (Snow, 1972, p. 553). Küntay and Slobin (1996) coined the term “variation 

set” by referring to the sequential repetitions of various forms with the same 

intention. They also detailed it by pointing out that the central component is 

generally a verb. The verb and other components are subject to alternations such as 

“lexical substitution and rephrasing, addition and deletion of specific referential 

terms, and reordering of constituents” (Küntay & Slobin, 2002, p. 6). They revealed 

that a rich variety of adjustments are needed not solely to repeat the message but to 

maintain the conversation. Briefly, variation sets appear to be more complex clusters 

of sentences than repetitions. If a new utterance does not have the above-mentioned 

qualities, it cannot be counted as part of an existing variation set.  

1.2.  Social interactionist theory 

This study is supported by social interactionist theory, which advocates that the 

environment of a child is vital for language growth (Piper, 1998). Parents are also 

seen as an important constituent of the child’s language learning process. The 

supporters of this theory believe that children are born with an innate predisposition 

to language learning. However, the social environment of the child is more crucial 

than this innate disposition (Piper, 1998). Several studies conducted on the topic 

concentrated on how CDS supports language acquisition (Gallaway & Richards, 1994; 

Field, Woodson, Greenberg & Cohen, 1982; Stern, Beebe, Jaffe & Bennet, 1977). As an 

exponent of the theory, Piper (1998) states that “parents play an important role in 

matching the language input to the appropriate level of cognitive and language 

development of their children.” (p. 168). Thus, caregivers have a vital role in the 

child’s language acquisition. They make certain changes to appropriate their speech, 

but these alternations are not predetermined. These often occur in impromptu 

interactions. The parents try to communicate naturally with their child without being 
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misunderstood. When misunderstanding arises, they maintain the communication 

with the child in different ways. Therefore, they adjust their language use to the 

linguistic and cognitive needs of their child instinctively. These adjustments are 

dependent on the abilities of the child and open to change through days and years, 

even from one episode of interaction to another (Snow, 1995). The parent talking to 

the child makes such alterations to fine-tune and flatten the differences. According to 

Snow (1995), the child-directed speech 

 differs from speech among peers on a variety of dimensions. It is syntactically 

 simpler, more limited in vocabulary and in prepositional complexity, more 

 correct, and more fluent… In other ways, though, CDS is still quite complex; 

 it displays full range of conventional indirectness, for example, without the 

 simplification of form-function one might expect (Shatz, 1978). While in 

 general, CDS is constrained to the here-and-now and related to the child’s 

 focus of attention or ongoing activity, a high proportion of at least some 

 mothers’ CDS redirects children’s attention and activity, introduces on-

 present referents, and in other ways seems to complicate the task of learning 

 language (p. 180). 

Social constructivism claims that language is not only acquired with the help of 

biological contributions but also with the social and cultural environment. The 

immediate environment of a child is highly important because it builds the context of 

interaction (the here-and-now). This theory rejects the extreme poles of nativism and 

behaviourism. Dickinson and McCabe (1991) state that “whereas behavioural and 

linguistic approaches to language acquisition are on opposite extremes of the 

empiricism–nativism pole, social interactionism is an approach that acknowledges 

biological contributions to the language acquisition process but emphasises also the 

way that language is acquired socially.” (p. 10).  They explain how CDS supports the 

child’s intellectual achievement as follows: 

• The language produced by the child is always expanded on with semantically 

contingent speech (for ex: Child: apple; Parent: It’s a nice, juicy apple, isn’t it?), 

which facilitates children’s language acquisition (Clark-Stewart, 1973; Cross, 1976; 

Snow, 1984; Wells, 1980). 

• Children quickly acquire content vocabulary that applies to objects which get their 

attention, not the grammatical words such as indefinite articles “a/an” even if they 

are highly frequent in CDS. 

• Children may utilise imitation selectively as a technique for various reasons such 

as keeping the conversation going, practicing unfamiliar forms of language and 

learning new forms. 

• Children and parents negotiate meaning mutually and it can often continue until 

they succeed in this meaning-making process. (1991) 

These statements particularly highlight the interactive nature of language between 

a parent and child. At this point, behaviourist or nativist theories to L1 acquisition 

can no longer be deemed valid. The L1 acquisition is more convoluted than stimulus-
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response conditioning as the behaviourist theory proposes and it cannot be explained 

by the here-and-now nature of parent-child talk as the nativist language theory 

suggest. Briefly, CDS aids a child to explore and eventually develop skills in the first 

language. CDS produced by parents, however, represents a linguistic system that 

addresses many different functions in parent-child interactions. 

1.3. Related studies 

Küntay and Slobin (1996) recorded a Turkish mother and her child for seven 

months. The child was aged 1;8 at the beginning of the study, which continued until 

the child reached the age of 2;3. The study showed that 21% of the utterances could be 

placed in variation sets. All the sets identified were formed around a verb that the 

child had recently acquired. They continued to examine the variation sets with new 

participants in another study in 2002. They questioned whether the data would 

provide similar results, by giving a special focus on the functions of the sets in the 

speech. In the follow-up study, they chose a 1;3 year-old child and they analysed how 

the functions had changed until the child turned 2;0 (Küntay & Slobin, 2002).   

The aforementioned studies were taken by studies that followed them in various 

languages as reference works. A study on the same topic was carried out by Waterfall 

(2006). She collected data from 12 mothers and their children who were aged between 

1;2 and 2;6. She redefined the term “variation set” as the “sequences of utterances 

with similar or related meanings”. She extended the study beyond what Küntay and 

Slobin (1996, 2002) set out, confirming that the central element of a variation set is 

not only a verb, but can be a noun. In other words, the noun or verb may repeat in all 

the lines of variation sets in potentially diverse forms. Waterfall asserted that the use 

of variation sets declines as the child grows up (from 17% at 1;2, to 12% at 2;6).  

An alternative term for the sets was offered by Brodsky, Waterfall and Edelman 

(2007). They focused on the lexical overlap of one element in various lines of 

interaction and called this central component a “non-stop listed word” (2007). In 

another study, Onnis et al. (2008) used an automated system and found that there is 

a higher percentage of variation sets than it was in Waterfall’s study (2006).  Also, in 

a recent study, Che, Brooks, Alarcon, Yannaco, Francis and Donnelly (2018) 

investigated the relationship between overlap in content and language development 

by using CHILDES data and found out that the repetitions have a positive role in 

child language development by providing the “here and now” content that is 

immediately available or relevant to what the child has in mind. 

1.4. Variation sets in Turkish  

As an Altaic language, Turkish has two significant features: the first one is that it 

has a rich morphological system and the other is that it allows ellipsis and 

alternations in the word order.  Speakers can omit subject or object in Turkish and 

the verbs are typically positioned at the end of the sentences (Göksel & Kerslake, 

2005; Slobin, 1982). Due to its highly agglutinating nature, Turkish exhibits not only 
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case but also possession and plurality. Additionally, verbs can mark tense, modality, 

negation, subject agreement and voice morphemes.  

The reference studies on the Turkish variation sets were originally carried out by 

Küntay and Slobin (1995, 1996, 2001) with Turkish speakers and studies in other 

languages have followed them. Pursuing similar goals, but with a specific focus on 

child-directed and child speech patterns, our study attempts to contribute to the field 

of language acquisition by analysing the verbal interaction of native Turkish 

participants. As the Turkish language has a rich morphological system, it permits 

speakers to produce numerous variations by reordering and ellipses. In other words, 

Turkish provides distinct possibilities for speakers to vary and enrich their speech. 

Thus, it is not surprising for researchers to come across diverse variation sets in 

Turkish CDS. The examples below have been borrowed from Küntay and Slobin’s 

1996 study:  

Example 1: 

ban-a oda-n-dan bi tane   pro.1s-dat room-poss.2s-abl indef1 

bebek getirebilirmisin?   Doll bring-mod-yn-2s 

‘Can you bring me a doll from your room?’ 

Getir      bring 

‘Bring.’ 

Getir bebeğ-in-i.    bring doll-poss.2s-acc 

‘Bring your doll.’        (Mine, 1;7) 

In this example, the mother asks her daughter to bring a doll from her room. First, 

she divides the full sentence into two parts. In the second attempt, the mother 

removes all the components of the sentence to such an extent that there remains an 

action verb only. In the last attempt, only the verb and object are uttered. The verb 

“bring” is repeated in all lines, which is an example of the “non-stop listed word” in 

Brodsky et al.’s terms (2007). The noun or the object of the sentence “doll” follows the 

verb and is used in three lines. The morphological variation of the words can be 

observed in the right column.  

Example 2:  

git dök-elim artık bu su-yu   go pour-opt.1s just this water-acc 

‘Let’s just go and pour this water.’ 

Git      Go 

‘go’ 

nere-ye dök?     Where-dat pour 

‘Where (should we/you) pour it?’ 

banyo-ya götür    bath-dat take 

‘Take (it) to the bath(tub)?’ 
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banyo-ya götür dök    bath-dat take pour 

‘Take (it) to the bath(tub) (and) pour.’ 

Kalk banyo-ya götür dök su-yu  get.up bath-dat take pour water-acc 

‘Get up and take (it) to the bath(tub) (and) pour the water.’   (Gül, 1;9) 

Example 2 is an extract from the same study. For a 21-month-old child, 

comprehending an activity including various steps can be very challenging. Aside 

from its physical complexity, it would take a lot of effort for the child to be able to 

fulfil the task, so the speech is simplified to fit into the child’s level of comprehension 

in the form of short instructions such as “go”, “take it to the bathtub” and “pour”. In 

other words, speakers make lexical differentiation by utilising agglutinated 

morphology of the Turkish language in variation sets (Küntay & Slobin, 2001). 

1.5. Functions of variation sets 

In the previous example, the communicative function of variation sets is to grab 

and keep the child’s attention, so s/he can carry out the task the parent asks or can 

produce an utterance the parent expects. In Küntay and Slobin’s study, three types of 

interactional functions are identified (2002). However, Schiffrin (1987) stresses that 

all these functions can be available in variation sets simultaneously. These are  

• control-oriented variation sets 

• ideational variation sets 

• information-querying variation sets 

Control-oriented variation sets necessitate the child to perform an action that is 

controlled by the parent (Ervin-Tripp, 1989).   

Example 3: 

hayır ayakkabı el-len-me-z    no shoe touch-pas-neg-aor 

‘no, shoe(s) (is/are) not touched’ 

        (Küntay & Slobin, 2002, p. 5)  

Ideational variation sets function as sharing information between the parent and 

child.  

Example 4:  

Deniz bak bi(r) tane gemi resm-i yap-ıyor-um ben. Deniz look indef boat picture-poss  

       do-prog-1sg I 

‘Deniz, look, I am doing a drawing of a boat’ 

gemi:!       Boat 

‘Boa:t’         

(Küntay & Slobin, 2002, p. 5) 

Information-querying variation sets suppose that the child will answer a question. 

The parent asks questions as s/he looks for an answer on the topic. 
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Example 5: 

ne var-mış bur(a)-da?     what exist-evid here-loc 

‘What is in here?’ 

var mı bi(r)şeyler ?      exist yn something 

‘Is there anything?’      (Küntay & Slobin, 2002, p. 5) 

 

1.6. Research questions 

CDS is about the negotiation between a parent and child although their speech may 

not always end with a positive response from the child. As the child develops 

linguistically, physically and mentally, s/he attempts to produce more adult-like 

speech and takes more turns, so the negotiation between the parent and child 

becomes more balanced and bilateral. Therefore, this study aims to analyse the 

nature, complexity and functions of variation sets in CDS in the light of the previous 

research. The noun-verb symmetry and morphological diversity in variation sets will 

also be given particular interest. To do so, it presents the result of a case study that 

meticulously examines both the utterances of a child in early language development 

and the language directed at him. The questions below will be guiding the research: 

1. What is the ratio between the parent’s and the child’s use of verb in CDS and CS? 

2. Is there a(n) (a)symmetrical relationship between them? 

3. What is the ratio between the parent’s and child’s use of nouns in CDS and CS? 

4. Is there a(n) (a)symmetrical relationship between them? 

5. What is the parent’s pragmatic intention in the child-directed variation sets?  

6. Are there any changes in the nature of variation sets as the child gets older? 

2. Methodology 

The collected data involved the records of interactions between caregivers and a 

toddler. The recordings were regularly taken in the family’s flat. The adults who 

participated in the data were typically his mother, father, grandmother and some 

family friends. They were all native speakers of Turkish. The mother recorded the 

child for an hour every week. The family was also visited by the researcher to take 

notes on the nature and conditions of interactions. The family was asked to carry on 

their daily lives during the recordings. There was no structured activity planned in 

advance. The data and its collection process, which took around 12 weeks, were kept 

as natural and true-to-life as possible.  

2.1. Participants 

The study examines a child from the ages of 1;8 to 1;10 during his daily activities 

such as playtimes, dinner and reading times. The data were collected from a Turkish-
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speaking family. The interactions between the child and parent were video recorded, 

which allowed us to analyse paralinguistic features as well. The parents are both 

highly educated; the father works as an assistant professor at a Turkish public 

university and the mother is a BA graduate of two separate departments: Translation 

Studies (French) and English Language Teaching and she teaches English at a college 

in Turkey. The family loves travelling and has been to various countries. Even the 

child has visited countries such as England and Macedonia starting from a very early 

age. As can be understood from their education and lifestyle, the family members 

have multilingual backgrounds. The child has been exposed to English through casual 

dialogues, games and videos. The family appears to provide the child with a rich 

linguistic and multicultural atmosphere. 

2.2. Procedure 

The data were collected longitudinally and were expected to provide exhaustive 

material on the recurrent lexis or structures in the interaction. It consisted of 

transcriptions of CDS samples. The data were transcribed and coded by trained 

researchers. Utterances, exclamations and sentence fragments that were 

unintelligible and would not contribute to the study as CDS were discarded in the 

coding.  

2.2.1. Coding 

Transcripts coded for lexical and pragmatic criteria are explained below:  

• All varieties of nouns such as common, proper names and kinship terms were 

counted in parents’ and child’s speech. However, vocative nouns were discarded. 

• All main verbs were counted in parents’ and child’s speech. However, only action 

verbs expressing an action, a process or a sensation were counted and state verbs 

were discarded. The study had a context-sensitive approach towards the data as 

exemplified below: 

 (eve) gid-iyor-um  go-Present Cont. Tense- 1PS 

 (hoşuma) gid-iyor  go-Present Cont. Tense- 3PS 

While the verb “go” is used as an action verb in the first one, it is used as a state 

verb in the second example. Although the first verb was counted for the analysis, the 

second was not considered. 

• No auxiliary or modal verb and no form of the copula “araba var” (there is a car) 

were counted. 

• Terms or exclamations for grabbing attention such as “bak” (look!) were not counted 

as they do not direct the child to action. 

• Repetitions were counted only once when they met the above criteria. 

• Nouns and verbs were analysed for two main categories considering the reference 

studies in the field (Altınkamış, Kern, Sofu, 2014; Choi, 2000; Kim et al., 2000; 

Ogura et al., 2006): object-oriented and action-oriented utterances.  
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• The word was labelled as “naming-oriented” when it elicited an object from the 

child, an object label directly/indirectly, encouraging the child to focus on an 

object/an entity. It was labelled “activity-oriented” when it encouraged the child to 

focus on action or state suggesting some type of action. 

2.2.2. Reliability 

A brief face-to-face meeting was arranged to explain the aims and the stages of the 

study after taking the participants’ consent for the research. The family was ensured 

that the information on them and their child would be kept confidential and 

anonymous (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011).  The data from the recordings were 

first transcribed and then analysed to be coded. Coding continued during and after 

the data collection period. However, as Hatch (2002) states “codes should not be 

defined as rigid regularities with sharp boundaries; they can also cover varying forms” 

(p.155). In other words, the codes are not completely permanent categories; rather, 

they are open to changes until data analysis has been completed. Saldana (2015) 

states that coding is an exploratory problem-solving technique and not simply about 

labelling some cases or examples; it eventually draws connections between the 

samples. The cyclical nature of the process should be highlighted since an ongoing 

analysis “leads you from the data to the idea, and from the idea to all the data 

pertaining to that idea” (Richards & Morse, 2007, p. 137). Also, Bazeley (2007) states 

that making connections with a paper-and-pencil method is more researcher-friendly 

than other methods. Using a traditional method gives the researcher more control 

over the study and more physical ownership. Considering the small-scale of the 

current research, it was more practical to make a hard copy of the transcription, 

which was coded manually in this study. 

Both the codes and transcription were checked by three PhD holders in the field of 

English Language Teaching who are native speakers of Turkish. When there were 

differences between the codes, they were resolved by the researchers in a discussion 

session. After reaching a consensus among the research team members, the 

transcriptions were emailed to the family for confirmation. Member- checking and 

peer-briefing (Creswell, 2012; Merriam, 1998) are techniques that were used to 

improve the trustworthiness and credibility of this study (Creswell, 2012; Janesick, 

2004; Spillett, 2003; Spall, 1998; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

Table 1. Cohen Kappa’s degree of agreement 

Agreement Between 

Raters 

Percent Value of Kappa  Degree of 

Agreement 

Action Taken 

3/3 66,6% 1.00 - 0.81 Perfect agreement Include 

2/3 24,6% 0.80 - 0.61 Moderate agreement Include 

1/3 6,6% 0.40 - 0.21 Fair agreement Consensus needed 

0/3 2,2% 0.20 - 0.00 Poor agreement Discard 

After each rater coded data individually and ranked it separately by evaluating 

their functions in the interaction (noun, verb, discourse marker, variety set, etc). The 

raters were not given any predetermined codes in order not to interfere with their 
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assessment. Crosschecks were carried out to increase the inter-coder reliability with 

Cohen Kappa’s degree of agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977). Table 1 illustrates the 

results, interpretation of the agreement as well as the action taken in this analysis. In 

practice, if more than half of the raters (2 or 3 out of 3 in this case) respond the same 

way, the decision was accepted final and included in the study. To illustrate, if rater 1 

voted for verb use in a chosen sample, but rater 2 for a discourse marker, and finally, 

rater 3 suggested that it was a verb, the verb would be selected. Cohen Kappa’s 

degree of agreement thus helped increase the reliability of the study.   

3. Findings and Discussion 

3.1. Data analysis 

For a systematic and in-depth analysis, the data were divided into three sets based 

on the age of the child. To provide a better picture, a general look at the child’s 

linguistic production is given in Table 2. It reveals that the child could produce only 

33% of total utterances when the study began. In a month, he had a slight rise by 3%, 

from 33% to 36%. Eventually, he showed a significant increase when he spoke 43% at 

the age of only 1;10.  

Table 2. The percentage of child utterance 

Sets Age Total Utterance  Child Utterance Percent 

Set 1 1;8 1140 381 33% 

Set 2 1;9 1350 494 36% 

Set 3 1;10 1574 676 43% 

3.2. Verb use 

Table 3 reveals the amount of verb use by the child. In Set 1, he produces 16% only 

whereas, in the second set, there is only a slight change up to 19%. In the last slot, a 

clear development by 44% is observed in the use of verbs.  

Table 3. The percentage of verb use by the child 

Sets Slot Child Total Utterance  Child Verb Use Percent  

Set 1 1;8 381 56 16% 

Set 2 1;9 494 96 19% 

Set 3 1;10 676 295 44% 
 

Table 4 shows the percentage of parent’s verb use in three slots. In the first and 

second slots, she uses nearly the same amount of verbs and there is only a slight 

difference between the two of the sets. These differences result from various contexts 

such as book reading or toy playing. In the last set, there is a modest rise in the use of 

verb by the parent. As Table 3 shows, the child’s verb use also increases by 7%. This 

can be the reason why the parent increases the verb use in her/his speech. As the 
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child mentally and linguistically develops, the parent expands the variety of verbs by 

adapting her/his speech to the cognitive capacity of the child. 

 

Table 4. The percentage of verb use by the parent 

Sets Age Parent Total Utterance  Parent Verb Use Percent  

Set 1 1;8 759 412 54% 

Set 2 1;9 856 483 56% 

Set 3 1;10 898 575 64% 

Table 5 shows the comparison of the parent’s and child’s verb use. While the first 

lines of each set in the table show the parent’s verb use, the second lines represent the 

child’s verb production. As can be seen from the table, there is a symmetry between 

the ratio of rise in verb use by the parent and child. There is a slight but steady 

increase in the first two slots, but the difference contracts as the child linguistically 

improves.  In the last one, the gap between parent’s and child’s verb use narrows 

down further.  

Table 5. The comparison of the parent and child verb use 

Sets Age Total Utterance  Verb Use Percent  

Set 1 1;8 759 412 54% 

381 56 16% 

Set 2 1;9 856 483 56% 

494 96 19% 

Set 3 1;10 898 575 64% 

676 295 44% 

3.3. Noun use 

Table 6 reveals the amount of noun uses by the child in three slots. Interestingly, 

there is no drop or rise in any of the slots in terms of noun use. The ratio of the use 

remains the same no matter what the child and parent do in different contexts. No 

rise is thus observed in noun use in opposition to verb use. 

Table 6. The percentage of noun use by the child 

Sets Slot Child Total Utterance  Child Noun Use Percent  

Set 1 1;8 381 79 20% 

Set 2 1;9 494 99 20% 

Set 3 1;10 676 137 20% 

The percentage of the parent’s noun use between the ages of 1;8 and 1;10 can be 

found in Table 7. Whereas the parent’s noun use is steady, there is a slight rise 

between the first and second slots.  

Table 7: The percentage of noun use by the parent 
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Sets Age Parent Total Utterance  Parent Noun Use Percent  

Set 1 1;8 759 226 30% 

Set 2 1;9 856 271 32% 

Set 3 1;10 898 291 32% 

To be able to see all the details about the parent’s and the child’s noun use and draw a 

meaningful comparison, Table 8 has been studied. When we look at the gap between 

parent’s and the child’s noun use, the gap between the number of nouns they use in 

their speech remains the same; it does not open up or narrows down during the 

successive months. The reason for this can be that the verb frequency and distribution 

are wider than noun inflections, which is parallel to Sofu and Türkay’s study (2004). 

In other words, there is more and varied use of a verb than a common noun (Please 

see the sample noun and verb variation sets in the data analysis section.). 

Table 8: The comparison of parent and child noun use 

Sets Age Total Utterance  Noun Use Percent  

Set 1 1;8 759 226 30% 

381 79 20% 

Set 2 1;9 856 271 32% 

494 99 20% 

Set 3 1;10 898 291 32% 

676 137 20% 

 

3.4. Samples of variation sets in Turkish CDS 

Set 1 

Extract 1 (1;8) 

1 MOT: arabayı da yıkicak mısın?  will you wash the car? 

2 MOT: arabayı     the car 

3 MOT: arabada mı cıp cıp yapcak?  it will get washed too? 

4 CHI: evet     yes 

5 MOT: huh?     huh? 

6 MOT: sen cıp cıp yapmayı seviyor musun?  do you like getting washed? 

7 CHI: evet     yes 

8 MOT: çok mu seviyorsun?   do you like it a lot? 

9 CHI: evet     yes 

Extract 1 shows us a sample from the time when the child was only 20 months old. 

As a representative of the information-querying variation set, the mother tries to 

receive a reply from the child about her question in the first 3 lines. As the child is 

familiar with the verb yıkamak and the object araba (the car), she expects her child to 

understand the questions, which, however, causes a breakdown in the communication 
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as she points to the objects she means without using the verb. Unfortunately, the 

child does not give a response and she uses an onomatopoeic phrase cıp cıp yapmak –

which corresponds to “swish swash” in English– instead of yıkamak (to wash) in line 6 

because onomatopoeic sounds are often easier for a child to comprehend. In line 7, the 

mother gets a short answer and keeps the conversation on the same topic. This 

extract is an example of how a parent simplifies or modifies her/his speech to adapt 

the level of conversation to that of the child’s linguistic abilities until they can achieve 

effective communication.  

Extract 2 (1;8) 

1 MOT: ne verdin kuşa?   what did you give to the bird?  

2 MOT: hum?     hum? 

3 MOT: ne verdin kuşa?   what did you give to the bird? 

4 MOT: hum?     hum? 

5 MOT: kuşa ne verdin oğlum?  what did you give to the bird, son? 

6 MOT: simit verdin mi?   did you give “simit” (A type of  

       Turkish bagel) 

7 CHI:  evet     yes 

8 MOT: huh ne verdin?    what did you give? 

9 CHI:14imit simiit    imit“simiit” 

Extract 2 was also taken from the same set as the previous one. However, here we 

witness different strategies in comparison to the previous one. It functions as an 

information-querying variation set because the mother wants her child to name the 

food that he has given to a bird. The first six lines are produced by the mother with 

the same intention, but she is not successful until she names the food simit herself in 

line 6. In lines 1 and 3, we can observe exact repetition that is aimed to get the 

attention of the child. It is also supported with discourse markers “hum?” in lines 2 

and 4. Until here, the mother thinks that she can get a response only by getting the 

attention of the child because she does not apply any morphological change to the 

utterance. In the 5th line, she changes the word order from “what gave the bird” 

(OVC) to “the bird what gave son” (COV). In line 6, the mother gives a clue by naming 

the object she has been asking the child to name but in the interrogative form. 

Finally, she gets a response, which, yet, does not satisfy her, so in line 8 she asks the 

child to repeat the word “simit” to practice it and move to another topic. The mother 

does not consent conversation to flow freely and directs it to the way she desires. 

Set 2 

Extract 3 (1;9) 

1 MOT: ne yiyorsun?    what are you eating? 

2 CHI: (he points to his mouth)   
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3 MOT: ney o?     what’s that? 

4 MOT: mandalina mı?   (Is it) a tangerine? 

5 MOT: yoksa mandalinanın kabuğu mu?  or is it tangerine skin? 

6 CHI: (he nods) 

7 MOT: kabuk mu yiyorsun?   are you eating the skin (of it)? 

8 CHI: evet     yes 

9 MOT: ama kabuk yenmiyor   but the skin is not edible 

10 MOT: güzel mi tadı?    does it taste nice? 

11 CHI: evet     yes 

12 MOT: humm     humm 

13 MOT: ben de mi yesem acaba?  shall I eat it too? 

14 CHI: huh     huh 

15 MOT:  ben de yemelimiyim ki?  should I eat it too? 

16 CHI: huh     huh 

17 MOT: ben de yiyim mi?   shall I eat it? 

18 MOT: mandalina kabuğu?   the skin? 

19 CHI: evet     yes 

This extract is taken from set 2 in which the child reaches the age of 1;9. The set 

functions as information-querying in the first half (lines 1-9), but then continues as a 

control-oriented variation set (lines 9-19). This extract clearly demonstrates that it is 

hard to categorise the functions of variation sets in the data as they continuously 

overlap. In this data set, the child eats the skin of a tangerine and the mother warns 

him not to do so. In the first line, the mother asks what he is eating. Instead of 

naming the fruit, the child opens his mouth and shows his mother what he is eating. 

The mother replaces her question with a more familiar one “what’s that?” as the 

answer would be the same for the previous question, too. In line 4, she names the 

fruit, but as it is not what he is eating, it does not get any responses from the child. 

Until the mother provides the lexis he needs, he does not respond positively. Once the 

mother provides him with the word mandalina kabuğu (tangerine skin), the child 

responds by nodding.  In the rest of the lines, the mother keeps asking similar 

questions in various morphological forms with the same intention. The extract 

presents a good example of a variation set on the verb yemek (to eat).  

 Yi-yor-sun  you eat    Eat PROG 2SG 

 Ye-n-mi-yor    not eaten  Eat PASS NEG PROG 

 Ye-se-m       if I eat   Eat COND 1SG 
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 Ye-meli-mi-yim  should I eat   Eat NEC QUES 1SG 

 Yi-yim mi  shall I eat  Eat SUBJ 1SG QUES 

Extract 4 (1;9) 

1 CHI: çorapını (çorabımı)   my socks 

2 MOT: çorabını    your socks 

3 MOT: çorabına noldu?   what happened to your socks? 

4 MOT: çorabında mı çıktı?   are your socks put off? 

5 MOT: çorabınla mı durmak istiyorsun?  do you want to stay with your  

       socks on? 

6 CHI: evet     yes 

Extract 4 features a representative sample of a noun variation set in CDS. The 

child has taken off his socks and the mother tries to find out why he has done so In 

line 1, the child uses a keyword that is not clear for the mother. We understand from 

the video that he points to his own socks by saying çorabını (your socks) instead of 

çorabımı (my socks). In the following lines, the mother asks various questions by 

putting the lexis çorap (the sock) in the centre of them. Each time the mother uses 

çorap (the sock), she produces it in a new morphological form with different cases and 

suffixes. Even in this very short extract, the word çorap has been used five times, 

which clearly allows the child varied input for future uses.  

 Çorab-ım-ı   my socks  SOCK POSS 1SG ACC 

 Çorab-ın-ı   your socks  SOCK POSS 2SG ACC 

 Çorab-ın-a   to your socks  SOCK POSS 2SG DAT 

 Çorab-ın-da   in your socks  SOCK POSS 2SG LOC 

 Çorab-ın-la   with your socks SOCK POSS 2SG INS 

Set 3 

Extract 5 (1;10) 

1 MOT: ama biz oraya oturmuyoruz di mi? but we don’t sit there, do we? 

2 CHI: Huh?     huh? 

3 MOT: biz oraya oturuyor muyuz oglum? do we sit there, son? 

4 CHI: evet     yes 

5 MOT: hayır oturmuyoruz   no we don’t sit 

6 MOT: sadece sen oturuyorsun  only you sit  

7 CHI: Huh?     huh? 

8 MOT: sadece sen oturuyorsun oraya only you sit there 
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9 CHI: Huh?     huh? 

10 CHI: anne?     mummy? 

11 MOT: anne oturmuyor    mummy don’t sit  

12 CHI: sen neden oturuyorsun oraya?  why do you sit there? 

13 CHI: buna (otur) (points to the TV unit) (sit) here 

14 MOT: neden?     why?    

15 CHI: masaya anne    on the table mummy 

16 MOT: biliyorum o masa   I know it is a table 

17 MOT: ama koltuğa oturman gerekiyo  

  biliyo musun?    but do you know you should sit  

       on the sofa 

17 CHI: (no response) 

18 MOT: Huh?     huh? 

19 MOT: koltuğa oturmak ister misin?  do you want to sit on the sofa? 

20 CHI: Huh?     huh? 

21 MOT: Huh?     huh? 

22 CHI: buna da?    here too? 

23 MOT: orası koltuk değil   that’s not a sofa 

24 MOT: orası masa    that’s a table 

25 MOT: biz nereye oturuyoruz?  where do we sit? 

26 CHI: buna (pointing the table)  here 

27 MOT: cık (a vocal negative gesture)  no 

28 MOT: hayır biz     no we 

29 CHI: ahhhh (points to his leg)  ahhhh 

30 CHI: anne?     mummy? 

31 MOT: anne baba nereye oturuyor?  where do mommy and daddy sit? 

32 MOT: anneanne    granny? 

33 MOT: nereye oturuyoruz biz?  where do we sit? 

34 CHI: buna (he points to a table and chairs)here 

35 MOT: buna Ney?     here what?  

36 CHI: (he points to his nose) 

37 MOT: burna değil (mother laughs)  (we do) not (sit) on your nose 
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38 MOT: nereye oturuyoruz biz oğlum? where do we sit, son? 

39 MOT: koltuga mı oturuyoruz biz?  do we sit on the sofa? 

40 MOT: koltuk Dimi?    on the sofa, right? 

41 MOT: bak burası koltuk   look, here is a sofa 

42 MOT: eveet     yes 

43 CHI: bu? (points to  the table)  this? 

44 MOT: o masa     that’s a table 

45 MOT: ona oturulmuyor   it is not for sitting 

Extract 5 is taken from the last set in which the child is 22 months old. The child 

sits on the TV unit in the video and the mother tries to persuade him to sit on the 

sofa. As the child insists on his decision, the statements directed to him significantly 

vary and the mother uses various forms of the verb “to sit”. As stated in the studies 

such as Sofu and Türkay (2004), and Tardif, Shatz and Naigles (1997), the Turkish 

verb inflection system is wider than nouns. The richness of verb inflections in Turkish 

is clearly reflected in this extract. The variation set for oturmak (to sit) is 

continuously varied in a morphological system by the mother as in the example:  

Otur-mu-yor-uz  we aren’t sitting  SIT NEG PROG 1PL   

Otur-uyor –mu-yuz  are we sitting?  SIT PROG QUES 1PL  

Otur-uyor-sun  you are sitting  SIT PROG 2SG 

Otur-mu-yor   s/he is not sitting  SIT NEG PROG 3SG 

Otur    sit (down)   SIT 2SG 

Otur-man gerek-iyor    you should sit   SIT SUFF NEED PROG 

Otur-uyor   s/he is sitting   SIT PROG 3SG 

Otur-uyor-uz   we are sitting   SIT PROG 1PL 

Otur-ul-mu-yor  it is not being sat  SIT PASSIVE NEG PROG 

4.4. Variation sets in CS 

Extract 6 (1;8) 

1 CHI: anne çal (anne çalıştır)(in the car)  mummy, start (the car) 

2 CHI: anne çal      mummy, start 

3 CHI :bak bu (pointing the car key)   look, this 

4 CHI: anne çal o      mummy, start that 

5 MOT: humm anahtar istiyorsuun   humm, you want the key 

This is a sample extract to show how the child uses variation sets for the same 

functions mentioned in the previous section (Please see 2.4.). This sample represents 
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a control-oriented variation set that has been found in the child speech, not in the 

child-directed. The mother and child sit in the car and the child constantly wants his 

mother to start the car. He cannot pronounce the verb çalıştırmak (to start) properly, 

so he uses the exact repetition in variations as to stress and intonation. In the third 

line, he shows his mother what he needs to use to start (the car key). In the next line, 

he gives the car key to his mother and combines what he has just said in the previous 

lines. After this line, the message is conveyed and the mother understands what her 

son wants her to do. In other words, successful communication is accomplished with 

the help of variation sets by child speech. This extract proves that even at the very 

early ages such as 20 months, a child can use variation sets meaningfully and 

strategically. The way he uses them can alter while his linguistic collection expands. 

Therefore, he strategically produces more morphologically rich and intricate 

sentences. At this level, he enriches his language by using prosodic features, 

simplification, pointing and grading.  

4. Conclusion 

In this study, we have examined Turkish variation sets in child and child-directed 

speech longitudinally. Variation sets play a leading role in CDS for effective 

communication. It allows young children to process information gradually in rich and 

varied contexts. Variation sets in Turkish represent rich morpho-syntactic properties. 

Strategies for making the interaction more effective were also given particular 

interest. It is evidenced in the data that the nature of child and child-directed speech 

changes substantially over the time. These two speeches are in constant relationship 

with each other. The capabilities of a child –linguistically, cognitively and physically- 

are the determining factors in the parents’ orientation in interaction and language 

use. With the help of variation sets, the child broadens his knowledge on the systems 

and functions of language. S/he grasps the boundaries of words and structures in L1. 

As all words and structures are provided in contextual interaction, the child develops 

a growing awareness of how to use them. 

This study confirms that as Turkish is a highly inflected language, children start 

using verb inflections before 2 years old (Aksu-Koc & Slobin, 1985, İnci-Kavak, 2018, 

2019).  Furthermore, the data show that the selected child’s use of verb grows steadily 

and quickly (from 16% to 44%) between the ages of 20 and 22 months. However, the 

child’s noun use does not change at the same level and it relatively remains steady at 

20%. It can be inferred that the child’s verbal skills improve more than nominal ones 

during these months.  When we compare the ratio of the child’s and parent’s verb and 

noun use, they go hand in hand. While the gap between their verb uses diminishes as 

the child grows, the gap between their noun uses remains at the same level with no 

apparent drop or rise.  

The study evinces that Turkish child-directed speech provides us with the samples 

of rich variation sets in different forms. In this way, Turkish parents can effectively 

manage communication with their young children. As the child grows up, the 
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interaction between the mother and child gets more accurate and expressive. The 

child, even at the very early stages of L1 acquisition, shows a tendency towards 

producing more diverse, effective and non-deviating, in other words, more natural and 

mother-like variation sets.  

In the previous studies on language acquisition, the social and pragmatic dimension 

of the speech has been ignored or not given much importance (Küntay & Slobin, 

2002). We have to highlight that not only the structure of input but also its 

communicative functions should be studied in detail. However, the number of studies 

analysing variation sets in all languages including Turkish remains scarce. More 

studies should be done to analyse how parents and children use variation sets to 

make the interaction more effective and meaningful for each other. How some changes 

in word order and the morphological system of word such as substitutions, deletions, 

additions, segmentations and other minor differences occur during interaction and 

what reflections these alternations cause on conversational pragmatics need more 

attention from scholars. Therefore, more research is required to understand the 

(a)symmetry between the noun and verb use as in Altınkamış, Kern and Sofu’s study 

(2014). As a final word, whether the proportion of verb/noun use in CD/CDS and also 

the nature of the variation set changes in more structured activities need further 

research. 
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